GEFCO SELECT EE C133
Multi Color MR16 Lights
TM

Georgia Fountain Company, Inc.
DESCRIPTION

REPLACMENT PARTS

The GEFCO #EE C133N LV Niche Mounted Submersible Light Fixture is a very low profile 4 color in 1
submersible light providing medium dispersion of light and
color changing rendition for low to medium height spray
effects or waterfalls. The light fixture is provided with
integral rock guard for installation with either wall or floor
mounted applications. The adjust ability for light projection
is at 15 degrees in any direction off of vertical. Clear lens
is normally provided with 4 ea. optional MR 16 50W
colored lamps. The light is also provided with copper
housing and bronze grout frame. The maximum wattage is
4x50 Watts at 12 Volts .
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Optional colors avalable are blue, red, green & yellow.
Special order colors are availabe in dichroic colors.

Lens.
Lens gasket.
Base O-ring.
Face ring
Face ring ALLEN screw set.
Fixture mounting ALLEN screw set.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The NEC Article 680-51(D) requires that “electric equipment which depends on submersion for safe operation shall
be protected against overheating by a low water cutoff or by
other approved means when not submerged.” Other
approved means are either GEFCO #EE115-Series or #EE140Series water level control devices.
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OPTIONAL ITEMS:
120V Version: Available with GU-10 Connectors. Inquire at
the Factory.
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* GEFCO Select #EE C133N MR16 Submersible Niche
Light Fixture:
- directional adjust ability.
- cast bronze with integral housing.
- water cooled.
- stainless steel fitted, housing and neoprene o-ring seal.
- rock guard integral with fixture.
- 3/4" male threaded connection.
- U.L. Listed.
- 4x 50 Watt, 12 V. max.
- 15 feet of 16/7 cable.
- clear tempered cast boron silicate lens.
- lamp required MR 16 specifiy colors .
- LAMP NOT INCLUDED.

DRAIN - Fitting to be connected to a drain system in order
to drain niche in the winter or for cleaning.
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SCALE: NONE

THERMAL CUT OFF - Specify (+07) for factory installation
of thermal cut off inside fixture.

IMPORTANT
Dimensions, Manufacturer and/or Materials
subject to change without notice
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CORD LENGTH - Cable longer than 15'- 0" is optional
and can be supplied at an extra cost.

#8 BONDING WIRE

8 1/4"

BONDING SCREW

LAMP - The lamp is not ordinarily supplied, but can be
upon request at additional cost. Please state voltage and
wattage. Available are 50W and 65W dichroic.

